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Dear CPCU candidates, Welcome! I am very pleased that you've completed a cost-to-benefit

analysis and correctly concluded that this core review is well worth the purchase price. When all is

said and done, you will have invested a couple of months with this subject and paid your

hard-earned money to the CPCU Institute to take a one-time examination with either pass or

non-pass. Now, that's pressure! Fear not, this book was written for you. It will help you attain your

passing test score and reduce your stress level, as well. This book is unique in that it will not only

prepare you to pass the CPCU test, but it will also help you save your time. In my about 10 years of

teaching all the CPCU programs, I've taught hundreds of students who passed CPCU 551 exam

with only 50~70 study hours. Today, former candidates continue to contact me to let me know that

without my review work, they would not have scored as well as they did on their exams. Now, I've

applied all that good experience to the writing of this book. In contrast to other test materials such as

Text book, Review Notes, Course Guide, Quiz Me application, you'll find that all you need to know in

order to have passing grade of 70% is summarized and focused in this single review. All the

nut-and-bolts concepts and questions you need are inside to fully diagnose your knowledge and

polish it up for test day. Listen, do you want to know the real key to passing the CPCU exam with

the minimum study hours? The real key lies in developing your ability to grasp the whole, focus on

the main concepts, analysis details in question and answer, and repeat. This review will help you

have it all. However, it should be noted that this book is created as a teaching material for

professionals, so it includes all the very intensive contents relating to the actual exam. That means it

will be difficult to study alone if you are a beginner who have no experience in Property and

Casualty insurance underwriting. If you are a beginner, you need to study Text Book first and can

take advantage of this book as a final cleanup. For your information, â€œCPCU Complete Reviewâ€•

series by the same author will be coming soon for the very beginner to explain all the intensive

contents of this book, CPCU Core Review, with easy examples and cartoons. Thank you and best

of luck on the CPCU test!
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I used this core review 551 in conjunction with the review notes published by the institutes. The core

review was used primary to check the content and to practice the multiple-choice questions.What I

like about this book is that the chapters are well-summarized and very intuitive.Compared to both

review notes and course guide of the institutes, where almost chapters are somewhat

complicated,this book is quite easier to get through.This book is also jam-packed with relevant

materials, and all of the multiple choice / story problems absolutely helpedto prepare me for the

CPCU 551 exam. In addition, the questions are presented in a format that makes it easy to go back

and forth between text explanations and questions.I also love the intuitive outline form of the book

and how the book refers the readers to briefly summarized tables and charts to test their

understanding.There is no question in my mind that the core review 551 is the real core at your

study regiment.

Putting aside minor typos and answers that will be updated in the next issue, this text narrowed

down areas to study in preperation for the exam. The text in addition to the practice exams makes

the student look up areas in the cpcu551 text book so that you just might be able to remember

some facts to select the right answer on the exam. CPCU 551 was one of the more difficult exams

as there are many facts to learn in the 500 pages. The more you read the text, the better off you

are. The core review books help to make the many facts stay in your brain before test time or at

least select the right answer based on what you know while taking the test. I will purchase 552.
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